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yuna and ike return to the island and find the mongols torturing the digger leader,
who has been repaired. the mongols are preparing to deploy the monsters, and ike
and yuna use their beam attacks to fight them. ike heals all the diggers with
nanotechnology, and yuna reveals to him that she had been informed by dr. wu that
her nanotechnology has the ability to repair her body. however, ike feels sorry for
the diggers and is moved by the plight of the diggers and wants to help them. he
turns them into a swarm of diggers to attack the mongols, and they are able to
defeat them. the diggers help yuna and ike return to the mainland, where yuna is
reunited with her family and friends. in celebration, yuna, her family and friends
prepare to head back to dr. wu's lab in the hopes of rescuing her father and fixing
her problems. a few days later, yuna is in dr. wu's lab, where she is being examined.
she takes the examination to determine if her nanotechnology is able to repair her
body, to which the doctor informs her that she has reached her full potential. after
defending besaid from the mongols, jin sets out to help his friends in kamiagata,
where he discovers ryuzo has been captured and taken to the castle of kamiagata.
he returns to besaid to rescue ryuzo and to leave his uncle with a letter, telling him
that he now has the ghost armor and to be strong. when he returns to kamiagata,
he finds both ryuzo and kinneas still in captivity. he breaks into castle kamiagata
and frees ryuzo and kinneas, but the mongol soldiers, angered by their escape,
capture them again. jin kills all the mongols except for one, whom he incapacitates
with yuna's foxfire ability. however, he is then attacked by another mongol soldier,
who is saved by jin. the two men fight to the death, with jin winning. jin then returns
to besaid, where he finds his uncle has died of his injuries.
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after tidus returns to the surface, he and yuna visit al bhed and are greeted by
seifer. although seifer does not recognize tidus, he is still determined to see the

fayth and is disappointed when yuna says she will not allow tidus to leave without
her. yuna breaks off her travels with tidus and sends him to meet the fayth, who
tells tidus to return to her and she will explain everything to him. tidus returns to
yuna and the fayth and is told by the fayth to return to the city of bastok, which

tidus refuses. yuna runs off to summon the others, while seifer is dismayed. seifer
leaves, promising to return with all the missing adventurers. after he leaves, the

fayth tells tidus that seifer has gone to a secret location with the aid of humans, and
offers to give tidus the fayth's powers. when tidus refuses, the fayth tells him to

close his eyes and to remember her and her promise. tidus closes his eyes and the
fayth's powers are given to him. yuna arrives and tidus tells her what has

happened. she says she loves him, but tidus says that's not what he feels and
departs with the fayth and the others. tidus returns to al bhed, where seifer is

waiting and is angered to find the fayth has given tidus the power. seifer plans to
kill tidus and possesses yuna, who is then sent to the far future to protect tidus. a
saddened yuna returns to her future self to search for tidus and find a young tidus,

who is revealed to be seifer. yuna rides with seifer to a crashed jet and finds the city
of kanbaru, a place they both knew. she tells him of her feelings for tidus and his
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feelings for her and that she is not real. she says she will always be the dream that
drove seifer insane. seifer, who is now possessed by the emperor, laughs and tells

yuna that she isn't real and that the fayth never promised him her. he plans to
crush the fayth, as he has crushed everyone else in his path. yuna calls tidus and
tells him what has happened. tidus tells her that he will rescue yuna and kill the

emperor. the fayth takes her into the sky and all of a sudden it is as if the story is
over. 5ec8ef588b
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